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Rec Center construction creates more exercise
Students and faculty members are again forced to take the long way to get on campus
T im M ille r
Cl R( AHM.M!)(./’( .MAll .lOM

Coivstriiction u> the Recreation
(/enter is moving; forward on sched
ule hut is causing frustration for
some students.
Ihe expansion of the Recreation
(/enter, which was approved hy a
student referendum in 200S, is still
in the demolition and underground
utilities phase of the project, said
Perry jiidd, the project manager for
the Recreation C/enter.
As a part of putting in utility
lines for the new facilities, the path
from Hathway Avenue to South
Perimeter, referred to as the West
Pedestrian Witlkway, will be closed
until Aug. .M).
Ken C/arlson, a Berg F.lectric
electrician working on the project,
said storm drains, electrical wiring
and hydronics are going in where
the path was. He also said he was
excited to see how the construction
on the Recreation (/enter will turn
out.
“ Ihis phice is going to look awe
some when it’s finished.” he said.
Starting in May, the demolition
will be completed and the construc
tion of the new additions to the
Recreation Center will begin, Judd
said.
However, not everyone is excited
about how the construction is go

ing. Food sciences junior Raquel
Serna said she doesn’t think the con
struction is worth the inconvenience
since she is going ro be graduated by
the time it is done.
“It will only take me five minutes
longer, but five minutes is a lot when
you are running late,” she said.
Forin Forbitt, chair of the Uni
versity Union Advisory Board,
which is in charge of the construc
tion on the Recreation (/enter, said
.some students have complained
about the construction, but for the
most part people have been under
standing.
“One of the products of construc
tion is inconvenience,” she said.
Ihe people who live closest to
the pathway are most affected, Judd
said.
“For (students) living on Orange
and Kentucky it will increase the
amount that they have to walk but
there is no real way to mitigate that;
we would if we could, ” he said.
Judd said despite the challenges
of construction on an .»ctive college
campus, it has been going really
well.
•Ihe alternate route for pedes
trians is through the tennis courts,
which will reroute people next to
the H. P. Davidson Music C/enter
and Mott Ciym.
Food .science and nutrition ju
nior C/ami Simms said she u.sed to
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I he w alkw ay betw een H ath w ay A venue and S ou th Perim eter ha.s been closed as a result o f c o n tin u ed c o n 
stru ctio n o n th e R ecreation C enter, w h ich is estim ated to be co m p le ted in June 2 0 1 2 .

walk on the path in-between the
tennis courts and the pool but once
that got closed down, she started using the West Pedestrian Pathway.

“It will only take me five to seven
minutes more but it’s still really annoying,” she said.
Ihe second Hoor of the gym was

also recently closed, but five lit outdoor courts near Bob Janssen Field
at the Sports C/omplex compensate
for the closed courts.

Cal Poly logging team ranks
in top 10 at annual conclave
Erin Hurley
T R IN H U R I.E Y .M t> i« H ;M A IL .C O M

pìC^TAÌiQy Cip
“The Watcher”

Most Cal Poly .students spent spring
break relaxing by the pool or taking
road trips with friends, but the log
ging team chose to unwind in a dif
ferent way. From March 15 to 19 the
logging team competed and ranked
sixth in the annual A.ss<Kiation of
Western Forestry C7lub’s (AWFC)
Forestry C/onclave in Fort C/ollins,
C/olo. Ihe team competed with 30
other forestry teams from 11 univer
sities throughout the western United
States.
In addition, three (/al Poly For
estry and Natural Re.sources students
placed high in three events. Walter
Page placed .second in the Single

Buck for men, which has competi
tors saw through a round log with a
crosscut saw, Alicia Jones placed first
in the Single Buck for women and Liz
Fox placed first in the Power Saw for
women.
Ihe AWFC Forestry (/onclave
is hosted by a different university
AWFC/ member each year. C/al Poly
last hosted the conclave in 200S.
Most of C/al Poly’s logging team
is made up of forestry and natural
re.sources students, but the team
welcomes all students who are inter
ested in learning forestry skills like
axe throwing, horizontal and vertical
chopping and chainsawing.
Forestry and natural re.sources fac
ulty member Walter Mark has been
the team’s faculty adviser for years

and traveled to C/olorado to assist the
team.
“The interaction with other
schools is very rewarding. Ihe con
clave is competitive, but we don’t re
ally think of the other teams as rivals
— we encourage and help the other
teams out and they do the same for
us,” Mark said. “ Ihis year the team
from Humboldt State University
forgot their throwing axes, so we let
them use ours.”
Planning for the trip is a lot of
work for the team’s officers. Ihe team
begins training for the conclave in fall
and practices twice a week. Ihe team
also takes trips to Swanton Pacific
Ranch in .Santa Cruz C/ounty to get
wood for practice.
see Togging, page 2
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events. Alicia Jones, a horestry and
Natural Resources junior, was the
tc.un’s vice-president last tpiarter and
took lirst place in the Single Buck lor
women.
“It’s all an accumulation ol every
one’s eriorts over the ejuarters. Ihe
whole thing was really intense and
lull. I actually had no idea I’d done as
well .IS 1 did at lirst.” Jones said.
(all Poly will host the conclave
again during spring Break in 2011,
and the team will need to prepare.
P'orestry and Natural Resources
senior Walt Page competed in the
conclave lor the first time this year
and pkiced second in the Men’s Single
Buck.
“We’ll either h.ive to rebuild the

Logging
i O)irimit‘(lßotn /'</X‘' ^
loivMry ami natural rc‘st)urccs se
nior Sarah Harrison was the team’s
president last quarter during the
preparation lor theeonelave.
“ 1here's a lot that needs to he ar
ranged hetore the trip, like transpor
tation and lodging lor all of us during
the conclave. But watching everyone
practice and improve during the year
is really exciting. Alter the competi
tion everyone was really inspired to
get practicing lor next year,” Harri
son said.
Ihe team competed in several

l.icilit\ we use lor holding the com
petition or move it to a Better place
Before we host next year. 1 think it
will he great lor Cal Poly to he the
host school .igain. Ihe concl.ive is
.1 really lun experience lor everyone
involved, even non-lorestry ma
jors,” Page said.
Ihe team is proud ol its accom
plishments at this year’s conclave,
hut Mark said there are ways the
team can improve.
“ Ihe team did great overall, hut
they can deliiiitely reline their teclinic|ue and physical litness lor next
year. Hosting the conclave will he
our main locus next year, so the ex
tra preparation will add more pres
sure,” Mark said.

Obama’snuclearstrategy
splits many differences
treat by the U.S. from its traditional
posture of reserving the right to use
nuclear lorce against other nations,
even as it maintains a robust arsenal
to check Russia and retains Iran and
North Korea as potential targets.
Still, as is characteristic of many
of Obama’s major policy initiatives,
the new strategy isn’t as far-reaching
as liberals had hoped or conserva
tives had feared. It contains initia
tives sought by both sides, including
Republican senators whose votes he
needs to ratify the new arms-reduction treaty that he’s to sign Ihursday
with Russia.
“It’s not a radical document, not

J o n a th a n S. L a n d a y a n d
M a r g a r e t T alev
MCCLATCHV NEWSPAPERS

WASHINGTON — With the
new nuclear arms strategy he un
veiled on Tuesdav, President Barack
Ohama aims to prod the world to
ward disarmament and stronger
anti-terrorism elTorts by rallying dis
parate interests — arms controllers,
U.S. allies, nuclear and non-nuclear
nations, and Republicans and other
military hawks back home.
Experts .icross the spectrum
agreed that the Nuclear Posture
Review represents a significant re-

at all,” said Sharon Squassoni, the
director of the Proliferation Pre
vention Program at the Center for
Strategic and International Stud
ies, a center-right Washington re
search group. “It reduces the role
of nuclear weapons in our national
security strategy. And it doesn’t shy
away from uncertainty.”
While the review says that the
U.S. won’t develop or test new
nuclear weapons, it allows what
some experts see as a back door for
expanding warhead production
capacity if circumstances changeire Nuclear, page 3

College takes action
against instructor accused
of teaching anti-gay views
C y n d e e F o n ta n a
M C C l.A IC IIY NEWSPAPERS

FRESNO, C'alil. — Fresno (uty
College has issued a notice of cor
rection to an instructor accused
ol presenting religious-based and
anti-gay views as lact in an intro
ductory health class, his lawyer
said Fuesday.
But instructor Bradley Lo
pez insists he has done nothing
wrong and plans to contest the
notice through an administrativeprocess, said his attorney, (diaries
.Magill.
“1 expect him to be completely
exonerated,” Magill said.
Lopez has been enveloped in
controversy since February, when
the American Civil Liberties
Union complained to the college
and made a public issue of his
teaching practices on behalf of
two students.
In a letter to students last
month, the college said its inves
tigation showed Lopez violated
district policy and engaged in
conduct that could create a hos
tile learning environment. Lopez
denies that.
Ihe letter said officials would
take action against Lopez, but it
wasn’t specific. Luesday, campus

officials acknowledged that he was
sent a letter last week hut wouldn’t
comment further heeause it is a
personnel matter.
Magill said Lopez will contest
the notice in an administrative pro
cess that allows him to dispute the
allegations and any need to correct
perceived deficiencies in his teach
ing practices.
If the college continues to find
fault with his teaching methods, it
could opt to issue a letter ol rep
rimand — making him more vul
nerable to termination, Magill said.
Lopez could fight that and any oth
er actions in court.
Jacqueline MahafFcy, one ol the
students who complained about
Lopez, said she is pleased with the
college’s action, l.opez will have to
stick to course material or possibly
face termination, she said.
“1 know this way, it keeps him
from doing it again,” she said.
l.opez appeared with Magill at
a news conference Tuesday but did
not comment on the notice.
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Nuclear
contimiedfrom page 2

or if a future president wants to shift
course.
Ihe strategy also calls for a major
program to modernize the country’s
aging nuclear weapons facilities,
some of which date back to World
War II, at a cost of about $5 billion
over the next Hve years, acknowledg
ing but not entirely satisfying a key
Republican demand.
It also raises the prospect of bil
lions in new spending on long-range
conventional weapons, improved
missile defenses to protect U.S. al
lies, and advanced radars and sensors
intended to give the president more
time to decide whether to launch a
nuclear strike.
While it says that the U.S. would
no longer threaten nuclear force
against non-nuclear powers that
launched biological or chemical
attacks, they would have to be in
compliance with their obligations
under the nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty. Moreover, the administra
tion reserved the right to change
that policy in respmise to advances
by U.S. foes in biological warfare
technology.
Two senior Republican senators
criticized Obama’s plan.
Arizona Sens. Jon Kyi, a top
CiOP spokesman on nuclear weap
ons policy, and John McCain,
the top Republican on the Senate
Armed .Services (xtmmittee, said in
a joint statement that the adminis
tration was planning to spend too
little on modernizing the-country’s
dated nuclear weapons facilities.
Ihey also said that Americans ex
pect that no option, including nu
clear retaliation, would be excluded
if the country or its allies were at
tacked with chemical or biological
weapons.
“ Ihe Obama administration
must clarify that we will take no
option off the table to deter attacks
against the American people and
our allies,” they said.
On the other hand, the Nuclear
Posture Review didn’t go as far as
many arms control advocates had
sought, as it declined to state ex
plicitly that the sole purpose of U.S.
nuclear weapons is to deter a nuclear
attack on the U.S., its forces over
seas and its allies.
“ Ihe continued belief that there

Y o u d e s e rv e
a b re a k .

is value in nuclear deterrence we
think is not justified,” said Stephen
Young, a senior analyst for the
Union of Concerned Scientists.
At the same time. Young gave
the administration credit for “a
major change in U.S. policy,” say
ing: “Ibey have basically indicated
they want to move toward a world
in which they can state the sole
purpose of nuclear weapons is to
deter nuclear attacks on the U.S.
or its allies.”
Russia expressed concern with
the new policy even before its of
ficial release.
Speaking in Moscow, Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov
warned the U.S. that moving
ahead with plans to replace nu
clear warheads with conventional
warheads on long-range missiles
would jeopardize Obama’s vision
of a nuclear-free world.
Lavrov also reiterated an earlier
warning that Russia could with
draw from the new arms reduction
treaty if it felt that its strategic
nuclear forces were threatened by
advances in U.S. missile defenses.
Ihe Nuclear Posture Review
maintains a U.S. force of hundreds
of deployed warheads whose core .
mission remains to deter nuclear
attack by Russia, the only nucleararmed nation whose arsenal repre.sents an existential threat to the
U.S.
Ihe strategy also maintains an
estimated 150 to 200 U.S. tacti
cal — or short-range — nuclear
weapons in Hurope, leaving it up
to the 28-nation NATO alliance
to decide by consensus whether
they should be withdrawn, as pro
posed by Ciermany.
In a show of bipartisan sup
port, (^bama arranged for a Tues
day night .screening at the White
House of a documentary on global
nuclear dangers featuring the socalled Four Horsemen — two
prominent Republicans and two
prominent Democrats who’ve
been calling for the elimination
of all nuclear weapons. Ihcy are
former secretaries of state George
Shultz and Henry Kissinger, for
mer Defense Secretary Bill Perry
and former Sen. .Sam Nunn. All
four were to join Obama for the
screening, along with narrator
Michael Douglas and former Sec
retary of .State C'olin Powell, a Re
publican.

McCain stumps for Fiorina
in California Senate race
S e e m a M e h ta
l.OS ANUKl-ES TIMES

IRVINK, C'.alif. — .Sen. John Mc
Clain left his own tough primary
battle in Arizona to weigh in on
the California Senate race on
Tuesday when he visited the state
to campaign for C'arly Fiorina.
But McC'ain’s appearance in
a state where he lost the 2008
presidential election to Barack
Obama by 24 points highlighted
the challenges Fiorina faces in her
first run for political office.
Although she touts her work
as a McCain surrogate during his
presidential run, she was side
lined by his advisers after repeated
gaffes that presaged ones she has
made in her own campaign. And
although the multimillionaire
former head of Flewlett-Packard
has positioned herself as an out
sider competing against career
politicians, McC’ain’s backing
could be seen as proof to the con
servative voters Fiorina is wooing
that she is the primary candidate
hand-picked by the party elite.
“.She’s a symbol of a success
ful woman and .somebody who
embodies the entrepreneurial
spirit,” said Jack Pitney, a former
national CjOP official who now
teaches government at Claremont
McKenna College in C'alifornia.
“But she doesn’t have any politi
cal experience, and that inexperi
ence shows.”
McCain, speaking at a small
gathering at Affinity Medical
Technologies in Irvine, argued
that Fiorina’s business acumen
makes her the ideal candidate to
shake up ('apitol Hill.
“She is exactly what we need
in the U.S. Senate,” he said, be
fore holding two fundraisers for
Fiorina, who is in a three-way pri
mary race with former Rep. Tom
Campbell and Orange County
Assemblyman Chuck DeVore.
Ihe winner will take on Demo
cratic .Sen. Barbara Boxer.

McC.ain was expected to raise
money for Fiorina, but beyond
that it’s unclear how much his ap
pearance will help her. McC'ain has
represented Arizona in (Congress for
27 years and is viewed with deep
skepticism among the most ener
getic of the party faithful, part of
the reason he is facing a tough pri
mary challenge from the right from
former Rep. J.D. Hayworth. Ihis
disdain was evident at the event, his
sole public appearance on Fiorina’s

But she doesn’t
have any political
experience, and
that inexperience
shows.
—Jack Pitney
Former national C iO l' official

behalf, when one voter was openly
hostile to McCain.
Ihe Arizona senator’s appearance
mirrored Fiorina’s efforts to reach
out to voters for him in 2008. She
traveled with him, served as a cam
paign surrogate and was used par
ticularly to appeal to women vot
ers. “It wasn’t perfect,” said Douglas
Floltz-Eakin, a senior policy adviser
to McCain during his presidential
campaign. But “she really was very
talented, obviously very articulate,
poi.sed, not easily rattled.”
But Fiorina made several gaffes
that McCain's campaign had to
deal with, such as whether insur
ance plans that covered Viagra
should have to cover contraception
or whether McC'ain supported over
turning Roe vs, Wade. (On the for
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mer, she criticized plans that covered
the pre.scription for males but not
the one for females, a touchy subject
for any candidate courting religious
voters, much less a septuagenarian
one who twice voted against requir
ing plans to cover birth control.
On the latter, she told women that
McC’ain had “never signed on” to
efforts to repeal the abortion rights
decision; his campaign later clarified
that he in fact believed it must be
overturned.)
.She was permanently sidelined
two months before the election
when she told a radio host that Sar
ah Palin, McCain’s vice presidential
pick, lacked the experience to lead
a major corporation. She made the
situation worse when she sought to
clarify her remarks by adding that
McCiain and then-Sens. Ohama and
Joe Biden also were unqualified.
When asked about those remarks
on Tuesday, McCain offered a fake
grimace and joked, “Did she say
that?”
Fiorina added, “1 was making a
general cQinment about all politi
cians, by the way, not John McCain
specifically.”
Fiorina’s opponents have seized
on other statements Fiorina made
during the 2008 election to paint
her as Hip-Hopping on issues, no
tably the Wall Street bailout. On
luesday, a spokesman for DeVore
mocked the joint appearance.
“If you want a demonstration of
how out of touch Carly Fiorina is.
Exhibit A must be her belief that
Republicans miss the McCain ‘08
campaign,” said Joshua Trevino.
But campaigning for McCain
may have helped Fiorina prepare for
her current run.
“She’s a lot better as an advocate
for her own candidacy than she was
as a surrogate for someone else’s,”
said Dan Schnur, director of the
Jesse M. Unruh Institute of Politics
at the University of Southern Cali
fornia and a former Republican po
litical operative.
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International

SAN LUIS OBISPO (MCT)—
Ihe pressure is on for Cal Poly stu
dents sticking around campus too
long or failing to meet academic
standards.
In the fall, the university identi
fied 1,200 “super-seniors” who had
far more credits than needed to earn
bachelor’s degrees. For a variety
of reasons, about half of them still
haven’t graduated.
Cal Poly officials have taken
measures to encourage them to fin
ish, including enrolling some direct
ly in the remaining classes they need
rather than waiting for the students
to enroll themselves.

WASHINGTON (MCT) — By
ruling out the development of new
U.S. nuclear weapons and reducing
the circumstances under which exist
ing warheads would be used. Presi
dent Barack Obama’s new nuclear
weapons strategy attempts to shift
the world’s attention to the dangers
of weapons getting into the hands of
'terrorists or bad actors like Iran.
However, at its core the Nuclear
Posture Review kc*eps the U.S. suffi
ciently armed to counter the Ru-ssian
arsenal. Arms control advocates give
the plan a mixed review.

MEXICO (MCT) — Ihe
U.S.-Mexico border was opened
Tuesday to northbound vehicle
traffic in Calexico, but the his
toric downtown district remained
closed as inspectors checked for
structural damage to buildings
in the wake of the magnitude 7.2
Easter Sunday earthquake in Mex
icali, Mexico.
Although the border crossing
had been closed to northbound
traffic as officials checked for dam
age to the federal building where
agents examine vehicles, pedestri
ans continued to cross through the
checkpoint from Mexicali in an ef
fort to flee the aftershocks wrack
ing northern Baja California.

• • •

IJOS ANGELES (MCT)— In
the weeks before his death from a
suspected accidental overdose, actor
Corey Haim went “doctor shop
ping” and obtained at least 553 pills
of powerful prescription medica
tions from seven different doctors
and as many different pharmacies,
California’s attorney general said
luesday.
Attorney General Jerry Brown
said Haim visited physicians at
offices, urgent-care facilities and
emergency rooms to obtain the
potential deadly collection of pills
and on (ine occasion used an alias
Brown said Haim’s case illustrates
that prescribed drugs cati be just as
dangerous as street drugs, and that
doc tor shopping can be deadly.

• • •

SEATTLE (MCT) — A 64year-old Washington man has been
charged with threatening to kill U.S.
Sen. Patty Murray over her support
of the National Health C^e Reform
Act.
Ihe FBI and local police arrested
Charles Alan Wilson at his Selah,
Wash., home early Tuesday.
According to the charges, staff
ers in Murray’s office in the Jackson
Building in downtown Seattle had
become concerned over a series of
phone calls by an unknown man
over the past several months. Ihe
calls came from a blocked number,
and often were made in the evenings
or on weekends.
But on March 22, “the caller be
gan to make overt threats tt) kill and/
or injure Senattir Murray,” accord
ing to the complaint signed by FBI
Agent Carolyn W(K)dbuty.

• • •

CHINA (MCT) — China on
Tuesday executed a Japanese man
who had been convicted of smug
gling drugs, Japanese officials said
after being informed of the execu
tion by Chinese authorities.
Mitsunobu Akano, 65, of Osa
ka was executed in Dalian, Liaon
ing Province, at about 9:30 a.m.,
according to Japanese Foreign
Ministry officials.
He was arrested in September
2006 as he attempted to smuggle
about 2.5 kilograms of stimulant
drugs to Japan from Dalian Air
port with another Japanese, who
has been sentenced to 15 years in
prison.
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Police kill suspect
in Washington
out. Ihe man looked up, and Kelly
instantly recognized the face and
th a n M a r tin
the distinctive mole on his left
T H E SEATTLE TIMES
cheek, Clemmons, the man ac
SEATTLE — Maurice Clemmons cused of shooting four Lakewood
was struck by four of seven gun police officers two days earlier, now
shots fired by Seattle police Officer was at the rear wheel of Kelly’s car
Benjamin L. Kelly during an early- — a few feet away.
Kelly testified that he ordered
morning encounter in South Seat
tle on Dec. 1, a homicide detective Clemmons to show his hands as
testified Tuesday morning in the the officer drew his gun. “I thought
I could be dead in a matter of sec
second day of a shooting inquest.
Seattle police Detective Al onds,” Kelly said.
Instead, Clemmons moved his
Cruise said Clemmons also suf
fered a fifth wound from a gunshot hands toward his sweatshirt pocket
fired by Greg Richards, one of four and raced around the front of Kel
Lakewood, Wash., police officers ly’s car, the officer testified. Kelly
killed by Clemmons two days ear said he fired three shots, then four
lier in a Pierce County coffee shop. more as Clemmons ran away “in a
Two of the wounds inflicted by dead sprint.”
“I believed he was going for a
Kelly were considered fatal. Dr.
Aldo Fusaro of the King County gun. I discharged my duty weap
Medical Flxaminer’s Office testified on,” Kelly said. “My intent was to
stop him.”
Tuesday morning.
A video shot from Kelly’s patrol
Marking an anatomical draw
ing set up before the jury, Fusaro car — shown to the inquest jurors
pointed out where bullets struck — shows Clemmons racing around
Clemmons: in the back, chest, the front of the car, limping slight
arm, abdomen and thigh. Clem ly. Clemmons, 37, made it to the
mons also had abrasions to his face, sidewalk, out of Kelly’s view, before
believed to have been caused by Se collapsing in front of a home.
Kelly said he tried to radio for
attle police when they dragged him
away from the walkway where he help three times, but his radio “bon
ked” — police jargon for falling to
collapsed after being shot.
A six-person jury who heard in connect. Kelly said he grabbed his
quest testimony Monday afternoon patrol shotgun, and finally was able
and Fuesday morning will begin to contact dispatch. Patrol officers
swarmed the street within 30 sec
deliberating after lunch.
In King County, inquests are onds.
A team of officers hunched
fact-finding hearings regularly held
after a police officer uses lethal force behind a bulletproof shield and
while on duty, prosecutors said. Ju marched up to the wounded man,
rors are asked to submit answers of bandcuBed him and dragged him
yes, no or unknown to a set away from the home. One officer,
of questions drafted by lawyers and Daina Boggs, testified that she
the judge. A key question typically found the duty weapon of Rich
asked during an inquest is whether ards, the slain Lakewood police of
the officer believed he was in immi ficer, in Clemmons’ pocket.
On Nov. 29, (demmons walked
nent danger when lethal force was
intt) a Pierce County, coBce shop
used, prosecutors said.
Ihe King County prosecutor’s and opened fire at Lakewood police
office reviews all inquest findings to officers. Killed were Sgt. Mark Rendetermine whether criminal charg ninger and Officers Ronald Owens,
Tina Griswold and Richards.
es should be filed.
Richards managed to wound
On Monday afternoon and
Clemmons.
Tuesday morning, Kelly, 39, tes
Ihe shooting ignited an intense,
tified about his encounter with
two-day manhunt that ended when
Clemmons.
Speaking publicly for the first Kelly encountered Clemmons at
time, Kelly testified that when he 2:45 a.m.
Cruise, the Seattle detective,
started his overnight patrol shift on
the night of Nov. 30 the thought said that three bullets pulled from
that he might encounter the re Clemmons’ body were sent to the
gion’s most-wanted felon Bickered Washington State Patrol Crime I^b
through his mind. But when the for testing. Scientists matched two
patrolman came face to face with of the bullets to Kelly’s weapon and
Clemmons early the next morning, the third to the handgun of Rich
Kelly’s first thought was, “I’m in ards, the slain Lakewood officer.
Police from Seattle and Laketrouble here.”
Sitting in the dark in his patrol wood, as well as relatives of the
car in a South Seattle neighborhood, slain officers, filled the King Coun
Kelly said he glanced at his rearview ty County courtroom on both days
mirror and saw a heavyset man in a of the inquest.
'Ihe family of the person slain
hooded sweatshirt approaching on
can
have an attorney question wit
the sidewalk. Kelly had just radi
oed in to dispatch about a stolen nesses at inquest hearings; Clem
car he found running on the street. mons’ family is not participating in
He glanced up at the mirror again, the hearing.
and the man in the sweatshirt was
You've b e e n poke<j by
now 50 feet away and walking in
The M ustang D aily
the middle of the street, lhat’s odd,
Kelly thought.
Poke them back at
Ihe man kept getting clo.ser.
www.mustangdaily.net
He was at the bumper of Kelly’s
patrol car when the officer jumped
Hey. tMeVe got a real nevxs feed too
J e n n if e r S u iliv a n a n d J o n a 

Poisonous gases delay search for missing miners
D a v id Z u c c h in o a n d K im G e i
ger
I.OS \ N C K l KS riMKS

MON rt:OAL, W.Va. — An under
ground explosion that killed at least
25 coal miners created a fireball so
intense that it tossed rail cars and
twisted steel rail lines, officials said
Tuesday, as rescue efforts aimed at
finding four missing miners who
might have survived the ghastly blast
continued.
Cirews worked feverishh' Tuesday
to carve an access road and drill three
1,()()()-foot-deep ventilation shafts
into the craggy mountain to release
the lethal buildup of poisonous
methane gas and carbon monoxide
that officials believe may have caused
the disaster, as well as a fourth tun
nel for rescue operations.
But officials said rescue teams
may not be able to enter the vast
Upper Big Branch mine safely until
Wednesday evening, adding an ago
nizing wait to the heartbreak that
already has devastated this Appala
chian community in .southern West
Virginia.
Gov. Joe Manchin said rescuers
still hoped to find the last four min
ers alive in an airtight emergency
chamber that rescuers couldn’t reach
before' an initial search was sus
pended as too dangerous at 2 a.m.
Tuesday.
But the grim-faced governor
made clear that the nation’s deadliest
mining accident since 1984 left little
room for optimism.
“I don’t want to give anybody
false hope,” he told a news confer
ence. “Maybe there could be a mir
acle.”
Manchin said the first rescue
teams had been stunned to see that
the ferocious blast more than a mile
inside the Karth had tossed heavy
rail cars like toys and twisted steel
rail lines “like a pretzel.”
“It had to be a horrific explosion
to cau.se that kind of damage,” he
said.
Ihe fierce explosion ripped
through the mine at about 3 p.m.
Monday, and the news spread down
the hardscrabble hollows and rugged
ravines almost as quickly. Ibis is coal
country, long used to cruel accidents

and harsh isolation, but that didn’t
ea.se the pain.
('ongressional hearings arc ex
pected and state and federal mining
safety officials announced an inves
tigation of the accident. Ihey aimed
sharp criticism at the mine owner,
Massey Energy C'o.. which has been
cited for scores of safety violations at
the mine in the last year.
“It’s quite evident that some
thing went very wrong here to have
an explosion of this magnitude,”
said Kevin .Stricklin, an adminis
trator with the federal Mine Safety
and Health Administration, part of
the U.S. l.abor Department. “We’ll
leave no stone unturned to get to the
bottom of what went wrong.”
Stricklin said that some of the
miners may have died in the blast
and others when they breathed in
the poison-filled air. Eleven bodies
have been recovered and identified,
but 14 others are still entombed in
the mine, not including the four
missing men.
He said most of the miners were
unable to access emergency escape
routes or reach specially reinforced
refuge chambers that are stocked
with food, water and oxygen. He
said rescue teams checked one of
two such chambers and it was emp
ty, but they could not reach another
nearby.
Steve Smith, who was entering an
other part of the vast mine complex
several miles away when the blast oc
curred, said he quickly realized that
something was terribly wrong.
“The further we got down the
track, the more the wind picked up
and. ... Before you knew it, it’s like
your ears stopped up, you couldn’t
hear, and the next thing you know,
you’re in the middle of a tornado,”
he told reporters.
“Since we weren’t that far under
ground ... we just hurried up and
high-tailed it back to the outside.”
One of the victims, Benny R.
Worthington. 62, was a V'ietnam
veteran who planned to retire next
month and go on a celebratory Ca
ribbean cruise after 30 years of dig
ging coal, according to his nephew,
William Willingham.
“He was a good man,” Willing
ham .said in a phone interview. “My

Coal mine methane
Methane gas is released from coal or surrounding rock during mining and is explosive vrhen mixed with air;
methane must be removed so that it does not lead to fatal explosions

How mines handle methane

Extracted
methane used
for power
generation
(on-site or
for sale)

Pre-mine
boreholes
drilled from surface;
drain methane from
unmined areas

Gob boreholes

Horizontal
boreholes

drilled from surface;
drain methane from
fractured zones
caused by collapse
of rock around mining
area after mining, a
so-called gob

drilled inside
mine; drain
methane
before mining

How methane
is formed

Happens over
millions of years;
depth of coal layer
increases

1 . Organic matter
accumulates in swamps
as vegetation dies and
decays

2.

Weight of overlying sediment
begins to compact organic matter;
temperature increases
3 . Physical and chemical process
forms coal, methane, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, water
02 0 1 0 MCT

Sourc«: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

father warned him for years about
the danger of coal mining, but he
needed the money. It’s a very sad
time for my family.”
Ihree members of the same fami
ly were among the dead. Timmy Da
vis, 51, died in the explosion along
with his nephews. Josh Napper, 27,
and Cory Davis, 20. Two other fam
ily members survived the blast.
The generational ties were not
unusual here. Nor was the pride in
working long hours in a hazardous
job, a .satisfaction that is core to Ap
palachia’s insular culture.
“He loved to work underground.”
Timmy Davis Jr, told The As.sociated
Press about his late father. “He loved
that place.”
The mine is set far back from
Highway 3, a narrow two-lane road
that twists through the mountains
about 30 miles south of (Charleston,
the state capital.

Officials here also excoriated
Massey Energy and its subsidiary.
Performance Coal Co., for not re
leasing the names of all the victims
to distraught family members.
Some families were furious be
cause they learned their hu.sbands,
sons or other loved ones were among
the dead from local safety officials
or from news accounts, not from
Massey Energy officials.
“I spoke to a widow of one of the
first victims last night.” said U.S.
Rep. Nick Rahall, D-W.Va. “She
could not understand why she has
not heard a word from the company
yet.
“1 think it’s overdue," Rahall add
ed. “I think this contact is needed.”
“The families need to know,”
agreed Manchin. “At this point, a
minute seems like an hour, an hour
seems like a day, and a day is an eter
nity. They need to grieve."

President Barack Obama offered
his “deepest condolences” to the
family and friends of those who had
died, and said the federal govern
ment stood ready to assist the state
if needed. He asked the audience at
a post-Easter prayer breakfast at the
White House to pray for the fami
lies and friends of those lost in the
disaster.
The death toil is the highest in a
U.vS. mine since 1984, when a fire
killed 27 workers at ECmery Mining
C'-orp.’s mine in Orangeville, Utah.
If the four missing men do not sur
vive, the Upper Big Branch disaster
would rank as the worst since a l ‘V()
explosion killed 38 miners at Finley
(A)al Co., in Hyden, Ky.
“C.oal mining has gotten safer and
.safer; it’s still unsafe,” U.S. Energy
Secretary Steven C'hu told reporters
in Washington. “It’s still dangerous
business.”
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FCC

In rare le tte r to shareholders,

continued fiotn ptt^e
li.uul service provider, said liuernei
users had nothing to worrv ahout
atid that the VCi' still had the ahilitv to etitorce consuiner protection
statutes.
“Ca)nsutners are in the driver’s
seat in today’s market-driven Intertiet ecosystem, and their interests
remain hilly protected,” he said.
Re[v Risk Boucher, 1)-Va.,
ch.iirman of the House suheommittee that deals with telecommunica
tions, said he would try to get tele
communications companies, majttr
content providers such as Cioogle
and Yahoo, and others to agree on
legislation that would grant the
hCX' the direct legal authoric)’ over
Internet services that the court said
it lacked.
” Ihe commission must have the
authority to enforce the principals
of network openne.ss,” Boucher
said.
Boucher and other Democrats
have been pushing for several years
to enact such legislation, which
President Obama has backed. But
telecommunications companies and
most Repttblicans have opposed it,
saying additional regulation would
stifle investment in expanding In
ternet access.
ruesday’s court decision adds
new impetus for such legislation,
said Paul Cilenchur, a senior anaU'st at Potomac Research Ciroup in
'X’ashington. Btit Catngress moves
slowly, he said.
“It’s up to the f (X' to decide
how they want to proceed here,” he
said.

Goldman denies double-dealing
G re g G o rd o n
MCI l..M( IIY NhWSPAl’KRS

WASHlNCVrON — Cloldman
■Sachs’ top officers denied in a let
ter to shareholders made public
Wednesday that the company bet
against investors who bought its
subprime mortgage securities in
2006 and 2007 as the firm readied
itself for a sharp drop in the U.S.
housing market.
Ibe eight-page letter open
ing the firm’s 2009 annual report
comes as the world's most pres
tigious investment bank seeks to
rebuild its image in the face of
negative publicity over executive
bonuses and two federal investiga
tions into its subprime dealings.
Goldman “did not generate
enormous net revenues or prof
its by betting against residential
mortgage-related products, as
some have speculated,” Chief Ex
ecutive I.loyd Blankfein and Presi
dent Ciary Cxibn said.
“Rather, our relatively early
risk reduction resulted in our los
ing less money than we otherwise
would have when the residential
housing market began to deterio
rate rapidly.”
Goldman made the earli
est and safest exit of any major
Wall .Street firm from that mar

mortgage products.
Blankfein and Ca)hn said that
their firm made bets, using swaps
and other instruments, as part of
its role as a “market maker,” in
which it executes both long and
short trades on behalf of clients.
After covering clients’ positions,
they said, Goldman might takerisks in “thousands of different
instruments at any given time” to
vigilantly “keep exposures in line
with risk limits” established by se
nior management.
“We are not ‘betting against’
clients,” they wrote.
Legal experts have said that
investors might not have bought
the mortgage securities if they'd
known that Goldman was betting
in the other direction.
Cioldman took out credit-de
fault swaps worth as much as $22
billion with global insurance giant
American International Ciroup be
fore the housing market began its
sharp slide in late 2007, the first
stage of what snowballed into a

ket for mortgage securities backed
by loans to marginally t|ualified
homebuyers. When it crashed,
Cioldman recorded S i.7 billion in
related los.ses.
Ihe Permanent Investigations
subcommittee of the Senate Home
land Security and Governmental
Affairs C'ommittee began an in
vestigation of Goldman’s mortgage
securities dealings in response to a
McCdatchy Newspapers series in
November. McClatchy reported
that Cioldman had marketed more
than $40 billion of securities tied
to risky home loans in 2006 and
2007 while secretly betting on a
downturn in the housing market.
People familiar with,the Senate
inquiry and a separate Securities
and Exchange Ciommission inves
tigation, who declined to be iden
tified because of the sensitivity of
the matter, said that both probes
relate to Cioldman’s alleged use
of exotic insurance-like contracts
known as credit-default swaps to
make contrary bets against its own

global financial crisis.
When the underlying securities
began to decline in value, Ciold
man required AlCi to post $7.5
billion in cash. In late 2008, when
the federal government commit
ted $182 billion to save AlCi from
collapse, Cioldman wound up col
lecting an additional $12.9 billion
from AlCi for the swaps and other
deals.
Blankfein and Ciohn said that,
because Cioldman had required
AlCi to post collateral as the secu
rities lost value, the firm’s “direct
exposure to AlCi was minimal.”
Ihey also emphasized the com
pany's recent decision to revisecompensation policies to hold em
ployees “accountable for the future
impact of their decisions.”
Despite record profits of $13.4
billion in 2009, bonuses for Blank
fein, Cohn and 28 other top ex
ecutives were limited to restricted
stock — $9 million in shares each
for Blankfein and C^ohn — that
they can't sell for five years.
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■'care plan?
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" 1didn’t think it went far enough

“I am not a fan.*

for middleolass fam ilies.“

I am glad we are doing some
thing about it; I think we are
taking steps in the right direc
tion.“

-Aleksander Omaf, biological

-Anastasia DeSantis, environ

-Ben Raymond, materials engi

sciences freshrrtan

mental engineering freshman

neering senior

"1 don’t know much about it."

“I like that we are trying to pay

“Obama sticks with his word

for health care, but as a stu-

since it was part of his plat-

dent who pays health care, it is

form .“
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going to make my taxes go up

>I

,so it is a double-edged sword.“

•T...
lo g a n Grimes, materials engineering freshman
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-Lexi Louderback, business admlnistrationjunipr

-Elizabeth Chandy, materials
engineering freshman
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Prime M inister Gordon Brown announces British national elections
H e n ry C h u
l.OS AN tiK U S TIMES

LONDON — Britain’s worst-kept
secret was otficially let tint of the hag
lliesday when Prime Minister Ciorilon Brown annoimced that nuichanticipated national elections would
take place May 6.
Ihe race is shaping up as the tight
est in 18 years, and its outcome could
he a rare “hung parliament, ”where no
party comhiands a decisive-enough
majority to form a government. Polls
consistently show the opposition
Conservatives leading Brown’s ruling
Labour Party, but the gap has nar
rowed significantly in recent months,
making the contest too close to call.
Both parties, expecting the May
b poll date, have already kicked into
high campaign gear. So have the Lib
eral Democrats, a smaller grouping
that could play kingmaker if a coali
tion government proves necessary.
With the natittn barely out of re
cession, unemployment at its highest
in years and the government’s budget
deficit on the rise, the economy has
emerged as the No. 1 election issue
here. But Britain’s wouki-be lead
ers also face an angry electorate fed
tip with politics as usual, disgusted
by a scandal involving members of
Parliament who claimed items such
as horse manure (for gardening) and
moat-clearing as expenses on the pub
lic dime.
Much of the voter ire is directed
at members of Brown’s Dtbour Party,

who have been in power for 1.3 years.
Ihe Conservatives are hoping to capi
talize on a mood of exhaustion with
Labour, tinder whose rule the nation
became bogged down in two wars, in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and the worst
recession since World War 11.
“It’s the most important gen
eral election for a generation. And it
comes down to this: You don’t have
to put up with another five years of
Cordon Brown,” the Cainservative
leader, David Cameron, told cheer
ing supporters Luesday morning, in a
rally not far from Parliament. “You’re
voting for the fresh start this country
— our ctiuntry — so badly needs. ”
Lelegenic and articulate, (iameron,
4.3, would be Britain’s youngest prime
minister in nearly 200 years if his par
ty capttires a majt)iity in the 1louse of
Ciommons. But Labour hopes to use
his relative yriiith against him, calling
him and his team too callow and in
experienced to take over the reins of
government in such difficult times.
Labour’s argument could backfire.
After all. Brown’s predecessor, limy
Blair, was just a few days shy of 44
when he took ofHcc in 1007.
Ihe traditionally working-class
Labour Party also ridicules Ckimeron’s
“posh” background, a privileged up
bringing that saw him attend an elite
private school and Oxford Univer
sity.
A photo of C'ameron wearing tails
and looking insouciantly indolent
as a member of Oxford’s exclusive
Bullingdon ('lub continues to haunt

him here in class-conscious Britain.
Last week, a spoof campaign poster
showing Brown’s face and a challenge
to Cameron — “.Step outside, posh
boy ”— drew plenty of buzz.
Ihe poster also alluded to the
prime minister’s own image prob
lems, though. A recent book paints
Brown, 54, as a short-tempered semi
despot given to hurling his cell phone
in anger and grabbing underlings by
their lapels.
To counter those claims. Brown
proclaimed himself a team player and
surrounded himself with members
of his (aibinet on Luesday morning
for his announcement of the election
date.
hollowing established protticol,
he first paid a 20-minute visit to the
queen, who choppered in to Btickingham Palace to receive him, and he
formally rei]iu steel permi.ssion to dis
solve Parliament.
Ihen, outside the prime minister’s
residence at 10 Downing .St., Brown
declared that the economy would be
.safest under Labour’s stewardship.
Ihe party ettntends that spending
cuts promised by the Con.servatives to
reduce the deficit would strangle Brit
ain’s fragile recovery from recession.
“Britain is on the road to recovery,
and nothing we do should put that
recovery at risk,” Brown .said. “Ciet
the big decisions right, as we did in
the last 18 nn)nths facing world reces
sion, and jobs, prosperity and better
standards of living will result. Ciet the
big decisions wrong and the lives of

V.
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Prim e M inister Brown was first to announce the election to take place on May 6.

hundreds of thousands of people are
diminished.”
Luesday’s announcement came
just one month before the last possi
ble moment that Brown could decide
to call a poll according to election
procedures. Political analysts had pre
dicted a May 6 (K)lling date for weeks
as the parties rushed to finalize their

campaign slogans and strategies.
For the first time, a British elec
tion will feature U..S.-style televised
debates between the leaders of the
main parties. Pundits are also eager to
sec what effect the Internet will haveon the first British campaign to be*
conducted in the age of You Lube and
online mobilizing.

FCC decision on network neutrality
overturned by U.S. appeals court
J im P u z z a n g h e ra a n d J e s s ic a
G u yn n
IX)S ANt;El.ES TIMES

WA.SHINC,rON — A federal apjx*als court on Luesday overturned a
Federal ('.ommunications Ciommission (FCXi) ruling that forced cable
giant Ciomcast Corp.'to give equal
treatment to all Internet traffic Bow
ing through its netwtirk.
Ihe decision strikes at the FCXi’s
ability to force so-called network neu
trality on telcxommiinications com
panies.
Ihe U.S. Ciourt of Appeals for the
District of ('x)lumbia ruled the FCXi
overstepped its Bounds and lacktxl
direct statutory authority from (Con
gress to regulate Internet traffic. F.nacting network neutralitv’ rules is a
major priority of FXXC (Chairman Ju
lius (lenachowski, who unik over in
early 2(K)‘).
Ihe court’s ruling also could pose
legal problems for the F( C(Cas it stx’ks
to enact the expansive National Broad
band Policy it unveiled kest month.
A spokesman for (ienachowski
would not say what the next steps
would be for the F(C(C as advi.scrs re
viewed the court’s 36-page decision.
Among the options would be to ap
peal the ruling, .seek direct authority
from Congress to regulate broadband
or have the commission attempt to
classify high-speed Internet service
under existing law so it would be .sub
ject to the same type of regulation as
telephone service,
“Xhc FCC is firmly committed to
promoting an open Internet and to
policies that will bring the enormous

benefits of bro.idband to all Ameri
cans,” said F(C(C spokeswoman Jen
1loward. “It will rest the.se jiolicics —
all of which will be designed to foster
innovation and investment while pro
tecting and emjiowering ctmsumers
— on a solid legal foundation.”
(Comcast chcxred the decision and
said it was committed to allowing its
customers open access to the Inter
net.
“Our primary goal was always to
clear our name and reputation," said
Sena Fit/.maurice, vice prc*sident of
government communications. “(Com
cast remains committed to the F(C(C’s
existing open Internet principle's, and
we will continue to work construc
tively with this FCC as it determines
how best to increa.se broadband adop
tion and preserve an open and vibrant
Internet.”
Ihe case .stems from a 3-2 ruling
by the FC(C in 2008 finding that
(Comcast, the nation’s largest provider
of high-spexd Internet, had improper
ly bltK'ked some of its customers from
using file-sharing technology. Ihe
FXCC ruled that (Comcast failed to tell
subscribers it was blocking access to
the Bit Forrent technology, which al
lows u.sers to more easily share online
video, lied about the practice when
confronted about it by the FXCC, and
had intended to cripple online video
sites that compete with (Comcast’s ondemand service.
(Comcast said it was simply man
aging traffic on its network and that
some customers using the file-sharing
technology were slowing the network.
Comcast challenged the FCC’s au
thority to regulate how the company

managed its network.
Ihe F(X! said that regulating
Internet traffic w'as related to its au
thority to regulate phone and other
telecommunications serv'ices. But the
appellate court ruled that Congress
never gave the F(X' the direct author“ Ihe commission may exercise
this ancillary’ authority only if it
demonstrates that its action — here
barring ('omcast from interfering
with its customers’ u.se of pexr-to-peer
networking applications — is rea.sonably ancillary to the ... effective per
formance of its statutorily mandatcxl
responsibilities,” the court said. “ Ihe
commission has failed to make that
showing. It relies principally on sever
al congrevsional statements of policy,
but under .Supreme (Ttirt and I4.C.
('ircuit ca.se law statements of policy,
by themselves, do not create “statuto
rily mandated responsibilities.”
(ligi Sohn, president of Public
Knowledge, a digital rights group,
said the court decision “calls into
question anything the FXX wants to
do in regulating broadband and Inter
net access.”
“Companies .selling Internet access
are free to play favorites with content
on their networks, to throttle certain
applications or simply to bltKk oth
ers,” she said, calling for the FCC to
reclassify Internet services to fall un
der traditional rules governing phone
service.
But Randall S. Milch, general
coun.sel for Verizon (X)mmunications Inc., another leading broadsee FCC, page 6
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Local band Sherwood concludes national tour at DTB Thursday
out the world in Japan, Ciermany,
Amsterdam, the United Kingdom
I)MKYKRS.Mn(iiX;MAIl..C:OM
and Australia.
W'ith an unrelenting tour .sched
l our C'al Poly alumni turned rock
ule
during the last several years, it
stars have chosen to wrap up their
American tour at Downtown Brew has been difficult for the band to call
ing C'o. in San Luis Obispo on any place home.
“San Luis Obispo w'ill always be
Ihursday.
our
nostalgic home,” Nate Henry,
Ihe indie pop hand Sherwood
was formed in 2002 while the five the band’s lead vocalist and ba.ss
original members attended (ial player said. “Otherwi.se, our homes
between touring are wherever our
Poly.
As students, they would advertise families or girlfriends might be.”
Founding guitarist, Chris Arm
their shows at the University Union
or local venues by writing announce strong, left the band in 2005 and his
ments in chalk throughout the C]al shoes were eventually filled by Dave
Proven/.ano. Fixcluding Provenzano,
Poly campus.
the
band still consists of all Cal Poly
“Sherwood was the best hand 1
ever saw at the Uni versin' Union,” alumni. Dan Koch, who plays lead
Cuesta College student Corey Howe guitar and sings back up vocals and
said. “My friends and 1 all bought Henry began to collaborate after
meeting at an open mic in San Luis
their album right after the show.”
Since the members graduated in Obispo. Ihey soon brought on fel
2004 they have toured throughout low students Mike Leibovich to play
America on the Vans Warped Lour, keyboard and percussion atid joe
with bands such as Relient K, Mo Cireenetz to play the drums.
After signing with MySpace Re
tion City Soundtrack, MAK, Say
Anything and most recently, Han cords it has been a little easier than
son. Ihc band gained momentum chalking the concrete to get the
after a few years of touring nation word out. Since 2002, the band has
ally with a “do-it-yourself attitude,” jumped from their status as a popu
and became the first band to sign lar college band, to an international
ly touring indie pop band, which has
with MySpace Records in 2007.
Ibis gave them the publicity and sold out shows around the world.
“^X'hen you hear people who don't
financial capability to release a sec
ond full-length album, “A Different even speak Lnglish singing your
Light,” and begin touring through songs, there comes a point when
D a v e M e y e rs

you step back from the chaos of the
music industry, and say, ‘Wow, kutk
what we did,’” Henry said.
Sherwood, to date, has released
five F.P’s and three full-length al
bums. Iheir first album, “Sing But
Keep Cjoing,” was released under
Sidecht) Records and has sold over
20,000 copies and their second,
released with MySpace Records,
has sold more than 40,000 copies.
In 2000, they finished their third
full-length album “QU,” which
was produced in collaboration with
Brad Wood, who has produced Ihe
Smashing Pumpkins and Sunny Day
Real F4tate.
Henry admits it has become
much more difficult to survive in
the music industry during the past
few years.
“Music has gone from having like
three outlets, to about 7 million,”
Henry said. “It has all become so in
credibly oversaturated. Bands must
evolve to survive in the industry
now, because people just aren’t sup
porting music like they u.sed to.”
Sherwood’s latest album is an
evolution from their prior records.
It is deeper, darker and more seri
ous. Ihe album is ironic, as it deals
with heavier topics such as divorce,
midlife crisis and apathy, yet retains
the bands upbeat and fun Clalifornia
vibe.
“\X'e wanted to evolve, but if we

COURI KSV I’MOIO

S h erw o o d w ill en d its n atio n a l tou r at D o w n to w n Brew Thursday«

change our sound too much, we ll
change our name, ” Henry said. “We
have to stay loyal to the sound our
fans want, yet we also want to create
music that will stay relevant 10 years
from now. ”
1hough famous musicians like
Matt VC’ard and “Weird Al” Yankovic have come out of Cal Poly,
KCPR disc jockey Ro,ss Berger said
Sherwood is arguably the most suc
cessful band to come out San Luis
Obispo.
“In my opinion, Sherwood is def

inite!}’ the most popular, collabora
tive band to have come out of Cal
Poly,” Berger .said.
.After its show at Downtown
Brew, Sherw(K)d will take a Break
from touring for a while and focus
on compiling songs for their fourth
full-length album.
Ihe concert starts at 6:30 p.m.
and tickets for the all-ages concert
can be purchased for $14 at the door
or Si 3 in advance at Picket Web.
com. Boo Boo Records or Down
town Brew’s box office.
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Classic opera La Bohème to be
performed at Cal Poly Friday
forms. Vlanaging director .Sharon with it too,” Holliday said. “Learning
Dobson said it is expensive because how to move around on the stage and
matiy props and costutiies are needed still use your vocal techniques is hard
to tell the story. She said she is excited tt) do. ”
for C'al Poly students to experience
Holliday said she wants Càil Poly
the opera and l.a Bohème is the per students to step outside of what they
fect one because the tnessage speaks normally do and attend the t)pera.
to all age grttups.
“Otte thing that can attract stu
dents
now is that La Bohème was
“It just takes one time tt>be hooked
and l.a Bohème is that opera,” Dob- such an inspiration for Rent and 1
,son said. “It’s like the l itanie in terms know a lot of people love Retit,” 1lol
liday said, “('oming to see this and
of tipera repertoire. ”
Dobson said opera is story-telling what really inspired it can be a phethrough mitsic and the mes.sage of notnenal experience.”
Opera .San Luis is a company that
l.a Bohètne is delivered through the
music, lirama and movement that is has been in the .San Luis Obispo
involved.
ettmmunity for the past 2S years and
“It reallv celebrates the precious is the only professional opera com
ness of life and living in the mometit, ” pany on the ( wntral C^oast.
Ashens said opera is not just lim
Dobson .said. “ Ihese artists are not
rich in financial terms and that’s what ited to the major cities in the country
we tend to measure people’s worth in: such as Cdiicago, New York (dry or
they’re rich in friendship.”
.San Francisco. 1le .said opera is being
Ihe performances will iticlude produced at a grass-roots level and
members from the commtmity and Opera San Luis is trying to keep the
also (iai Poly stitdents. Music fresh art form alive.
man Katelyn 1lolliday has been
La Bohème is an opera that was
working with Opera San Luis since first performed in 18% in Italy and
she was 1I-years-old. La Bohème has been performed for over a cen
will be her .seventh performance for tury throughout the world. Ashens
the company. Holliday is excited for said La Bohème is one of the great
the show that she will sing as a chorus est operas of all-time becau.se the
storyline deals with everyday events
member.
“If 1 didn’t have this experience, I including love and separation. He
know I’d be in a lot diHerent space compared the production to the LV
than I am now since a lot of people show “Friends" in which there are a
who sing don’t have the m«)vement group of people who all do different

P a tric k L eiva
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A new u)inliination of actors and
singers are prepared to bring Ciiacomo Puccini’s classic opera l a Bohème
0) life, loctising on a celebration of
life, Caperà San I iiis will be perform
ing la Bohème at the Performing
,\rts ('enter April ‘) and I I at C^tl
Poly.
Artistic director and conductor
Robert Ashens comparai the evohitioti and coming together of his char
acters to making a special sauce.
“I ash sauce is a little different ev
ery day because the ingredients are
slighlK different,” Ashens said. "It’s
exacth the same thitig with the per
formances. I look forward to watch
ing the sauce of my char.icters blend
and gel together into a great new productioti.”
la Bohème tells the story t)f a
young couple in Paris, Mimi and
Rodt)lfo, who fall in love. Iheir rela
tionship grows throughout the story
along with their group of friends who
are trying to make ends meet. I .a
Bohèmes story has been the inspira
tion for other productions including
Rent, which is a more modern adap
tation of the storyline, and portions
of Moulin Rotige.
dhe opera is over-looked becaitse
it is tme of the more expensive art

PAI RICK l.KIVA
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A rtistic director and c o n d u c to r R obert A.shens leads the cast o f La
B o h èm e in rehearsal for th e u p c o m in g perform ances at Cal Poly.

things and always meet together at
the same place. Ihey help each other
and fall in love just like in La Bohème
as well.
Before each performance, Ashens
meets with the audience to tell them
what to look and listen tor in the
show. He said he wants the audiences

to see the possibilities that the pro
duction has to offer.
“Nobody is going to like absolute
ly everything that we produce, but
they are going to have a damn good
time,” Ashens said. “ Ihey are going
to have a great time just being there
and that’s really important.”

Elegant” novel unravels troubled relationship
VCh.it muges immediately spring m
mind when you think of the word‘el
egant*’ I’mbably something along the
lines of Nt.itely architecture or a highcl.isN g.irmeiit. A hedgehog, howewr.
IS not iisuallv on this list. But in .Mu-

riel Barberv ’s “ 1he F.legance t>f the
I ledgehog,” this unlikely depiction of
a hedgehog's eleg.ince is aptly applied
by one main character to another
with a sly \s it and simple clarits’ that
characteri/c's the novel.
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A 12-year-t)ld girl genius, fed up
with the posturing central to her
privileged lifestv le.and a middle-ageil,
outwardly homely concierge with
startling intellectual similarities to one
another, make up the main clur.icters
in this crx'ptically-named novel set
in an upscale apartment building in
Paris.
Paloma Josse, the unpri'teiitiously
preccKious aforementioned 12-yearold livc*s III the building when.* Renée
Michel works as a concierge with
Palomas tediously self-absorbed, selfserx ing and self-congratulating family.
In fact. Paloma has become so fed up
with her family and all the inane nar
cissism of the world which they a*pa*sent, that she has decided to set fia
to her apartment and end her life on
her l.Tth birtluby.
This is an undeniably drastic
plan of .ictitin and it is quc*stionable
whether Paloma ever fully intends to
go thmugh with it. But, it is her belief
in the plan that gives rise to a series of
c'ssiiy's based on a search for meaning
in the w’orld, which, along with their
counterparts written by Renée, make
up the narration of the novel.
Both Renée' and P.iloma share a
love for Art (consistently capitalized
thmughout the novel to ineficate the
magnitude of the word’s meaning),
Japanese cultim' and fine literatua*,
but Renée feels compelled to hide
her true identity as an autcxlidact
behind the fayade of a stereotypical
concierge. At the onset of the novel.
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she dc“scrihes her reason for this as a
simple desim to “be left alone ... so
that f(ir a few moments each cLiy (she)
niiglit assuage (her) hunger" for intel
lectual stimulation. However, as the
novel proga*sses, it becomes clear that
she is also hiding out of a fear borne of
trauma enduad in her youth.
For mughly the first half, the biKik
is structiiad as a series of alternating
c*ss;iys from P.iloma and Renée, based
on philosophical pondering on the
natua of life and the beauty of Art
in its many forms. Through these in
tensely personal musings, we get to
know Paloma and Renée as com
plex characters, and gradually, almost
without noticing, we also slowly fill
in love with them.
As cheesy as it may sound, it is
nearly impossible not to be touched
by these ladies' humomus, sensi
tive and straightforwanl takes on the
world. This inspires in the aader a
fieae desia for Renée and Paloma

to carvx* out comfortable niches for
themselves in the world, no matter
how difficult that piYssibility is nude
by their unique natua*s.
How’ever, when Kakuro (Tzu
moves into the buikliiig, both charac
ters’ li\-es begin to change drastically.
Kakuro brings a breath of fresh air to
both Renée and Paloma as he alone
notices fmm the start that neither one
is as she appears. He manages to draw
Paloma out of her shell in a w.iy that
allows her to reconsider her desia* to
take leave fmm the world, and slowly
helps Renée to realize she does not
have to hide her true self fixitn the a*st
of the world, simply because of class
bouiuLiries.
It is not until near the end of the
novel that Renée and Paloma strike
up a friendship, but when they do. it is
almost immediately appaamt that they
wea* practically made for one another
— a theme that is echoed in Renée
see Elegance, page 1 1
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W onderCon p roof o f
Nintendo says
com ic convention growth iPad not a threat
G e o ff B o u c h e r

U)S ANCEI.KS TIMES
SAN FRANCISCO — If there is
anyone in Hollywood who shouldn’t
be startled by loud noises, it’s Jerry
Bruckheimer. Still, on .Saturday, the
producer behind thundering movies
such as “Armageddon,” “Ihe Rock”
and the “Pirates of the C’.aribbean”
series looked positively startled by
the crowd roar that greeted him at
the Moscone C’enter during an event
called WonderC^on.
After struggling to find his proper
ly assigned seat on stage, Bruckheimer
surveyed the 4,500 fans and blinked
into the Hares and flashes of hundreds
of snapping cameras.
“This is my first big convention,
so I’m really thrilled about it,” Bruck
heimer said.
More and more industry veterans
will be finding themselves in a similar
|X)sition as Hollywood’s interest in
jx)p-culture conventions deepens and
spreads beyond C'omic-Cx)n Interna
tional in San Diego, the granddaddy
of them all with 126,000 fans attend
ing last year.
WonderCxm is one of the dozens
of pop-culture conventions around
the countr)' that began as a gathering
of comic-b(X)k fans and merchants
and morphed into something much
broader. WondeK 'on appeared on
track to break its attendance record of
.54,000 from last year, but it’s far, far
sm,iller than C'omic-Con. Ihe events
are run by the same (,'t>nipany, .San Di
ego C'omic ('onvention Inc., but they
are hardly the only ones, with counter
part events run by rivals in (diicago.
New York and other cities.
Bruckheimer flew to the Bay Area
with the directors and .stars of his Dis
ney summer films, “ Ihe Prince of Per
sia: Ihe .Sands of Pime” (May 28) and
“ Ihe .Sorcerer’s Apprentice” (July 16),
which lx)th ofx'n before the San Diego
expo. Others in attendance over the
weekend included actors Jake Ciyllcnh.ial, Nicolas C!age and Z<k- .Saldana
and filmmakers C'hristopher Nolan,

Elegance
continurd fro m paf¡e /0

and Kakum’s relationship.
In fact, the theme of fate is inter\vt>ven thn)ught)ut the novel. Paloma
believes she is destined tti live a cer
tain kind of life bevause of her fam
ily, but stnij^c*s against it with all her
will; Kenée livc*s in fear of crossing
the invisible but heavily enforced class
divide, regardless of her intellectual
superitinry^
Their jtnirnc*ys ,iw.iy fmm what
they believe the world has in store for
them constitute an utterly, though ul
timately, bittersweet storx’ that unfolds
so naturally you almost don’t notice
what has happened until it is o\ er.
“The Idegance of the Hedgehog,"
,is a whole, is an endearingtale of what
it means to live within the walls the
world has built for you and what hap
pens when you defy fate in a search
for meaning and beauty. Hie events
in each ch.iracteTs life .ire aiteinatcly
winsome, comic and heaitbieaking. It
IS impossible to resist.

Mike Newell and Jon lurteltaub.
Ihe convention ha.s merchants and
panels of all sorts, but the consider
able press coverage was focused almost
solely on the Hollywtxid stars and
clips presented in a setting that was as
arty as a car show and as relaxed as a
beauty-pageant dre,ssing room.
Ihe big hit of the weekend was
clearly “Kick-Ass,” the audacious and
profane I.ionsgate comedy that takes
a “Taxi Driver” attitude toward super
hero cinema. Ihe big loser? Well, the

We want to create
an atmosphere
that’s different
than San Diego,
one that has real
access to the
stars.
—Ciareb Shamus
( ' 1 :0 ot'Wiz.ml Eiitcrt.nnmciit

boos for “ Ihe Twilight .Saga: TTlipse”
had Htillywood types cringing backst.ige and noting that the crowd was
definitely more fanboy than fangirl
in its allegiances. Hours after leaving
the \Xonder(]on stage, Bruckheimer
was all grins. “ Ihis was great. I’m a
believer.”
1lollv'wood t(X)k note when films
such as “Iron Man” and “District 9”
set off wildfires of fan interest at .San
Diegti’s C'omic-(?on with panel dis
cussions that echoed ftir months acrtiss
You Tube, Twitter, Tacelxxik and the
blogosphere. And Disney, in fact, de
cided to make the film “ Iron: Reviv.il ”
based in large part on the robust re
sponse to test ftxitage shown there.

Ihe Walt Disney C^o. decided
to build a tailored convention of its
own; the 1)23 Kxpo debuted last year
at the Anaheim (Convention (Center
with stars such as Johnny Depp and
Miley Cyrus. Ihe company’s leader
ship declared the event a success but
then announced it will skip it this
year and carry forward as a biennial
event.
Instead of duplicating (ComicCon International, some people just
want to import it. Ix>s Angeles and
Anaheim have m.Tde proposals to
take away the giant event, which is
locked in through only 2012 in San
Diego. Convention organizers covet
more meeting space and cheaper
hotel rooms (or at least bargaining
leverage), and the bidding cities long
for the $60 million reportedly spent
every year on hotels, meals, transpor
tation, etc. during the gathering.
Wizard Entertainment, publisher
of Wizard magazine, a sort of En
tertainment Weekly for the comics
world, has a convention tour under
way that plans a stop in Anaheim
April 16-18 that will feature comicb(X)k legend Stan lx;e, co-creator of
Spider-Man. Wizard books “legacy”
names such as William .Shatner and
Adam West instead of A-list movie
stars, but (Careb Shamus, the (CEO of
Wizard, said Monday that the reach
and duration of the 12-city .schedule
is alluring to publishers, studios and
game makers who might get lost in
the din of the .San Diego .scene.
“We want to create an atmosphere
that’s different than .San Diego, one
that has real access to the stars and
is about celebrating these characters
in many media, which includes Holl)’W(X)d films but g(x-s well Ixyond
that,” Shamus said. “.San Diego has
done a sfX'Ctacular job. It unik them
40 years to build it up to what it
is. But there’s other ways o f doing
things, and fxople are responding
to that. We h.ive 12 shows that we
started or Ixiught, and next year we
expect it to be 20 to 25. 1here’s a lot
more coming.”

FEELING SICK?
T hink you'll mi.s.s clas.s?
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(Caming for Apple is an estimated
half a billion dollar industry, but the
company behind the iPhone, iPod
Touch and now the iPad still seems
reluctant to embrace the popular di
version.
Despite the launch of the "magi
cal and revolutionary" iPad with
more than 700 new games this past
weekend, gaming gets little face time
in the ads and Web site designed to
tout the device.
Instead the iPad is all about see
ing the "Web, e-mail and photos like
never before." Images of the iPad
as a music player, a book reader, a
newspaper, an e-mail reader, a photo
frame, flash up on the screen of the
official home page for the iPad.
It isn’t until you dig into Apple’s
breakdown of apps for the device
that gaming is mentioned. Under
the headline “Over a thousand apps
made just for iPad. With more com
ing every day” are 11 example apps
with descriptions, big pictures and
a link to buy. Nearly half of the ex
amples are games.
l.ast year, according to Tlurr)', a
company that tracks and analyzes
iPhone and iPod Touch .sales, there
were more than 30,00() games avail
able for Apple’s twin multi-media
devices. And tho.se games pulled in
an estimated $500 million.
But perhaps .Apple realizes that
while people buy and pl.iy games
for the iPhone and iPod Touch in
surprisingly large numbers, many of
those sales are likely driven by con
venience.
When it comes to portable gam
ing, 1 play far more games on my
iPhone the.se days than I do on
my Playstation Portable or my D.S.
1hat's not because the iPhone has
the better .selection of quality games,
it’s becau.se my iPhone is always
there, 1 don’t have to think about
bringing another device with me
just in ca.se 1 find myself with time
to kill. My iPhone gaming is driven
by convenience. .Stuck in a doctor’s
office or at an airjxirt gate waiting
for a delayed flight, I slide out my
phone and start up a game.
Tor me, at least, the success of
the iPhone as a gaming platform is
directly connected to the fact that I
carry it around with me to do things
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other than play games on it. Its abil
ity to play games is never the reason 1
carry it with me.
Now l(X)k at the iPad. Big, beauti
ful, luxurious in its design. But what
purpose does it serve beyond time
wasting?
.So now, preparing for a day out
working, traveling, having fun, I have
to stop and think about whether the
iPad should come along. Once that
happens, once you have to think about
taking along a device, it loses much of
its power. Now, having stopped to
consider, knowing that taking along
an iPad means a bag, the device is
directly competing with my DS, my
PSP, my laptop for space in that bag.
Ihe ubiquitous iPhone slides into my
pocket without a thought because it
is a phone, a phone that does other
things, not the other way round.
Ihe iPad can certainly deliver ro
bust and increasingly interesting gam
ing experiences, but where the iPhone
is a phone at heart, the iPad seems to
be an e-reader at heart, a far less neces
sary base device.
Maybe Nintendo is right to say
it doesn’t fear the iPhone, the iPod
Touch or the iPad.
Speaking recently with Nintendo
of America President Reggie FilsAime about Nintendo’s DSi XT, an
oversizAid version of the popular, fxirtable DS, 1 brought up the iPad.
What sort of impact have the iP
hone and iPod Touch had on Ninten
do’s stranglehold on portable gaming?
Arc they concerned about the iPad?
Apple “is not having an impact on
Nintendo when you liMik at our busi
ness, our volume, our hardware, our
stiftware," Tils-Aime said. “I’ve seen
data thai suggests that while consum
ers are constantly downloading ,\pps,
they play with them for a few times
and then they are moving on to the
next thing.
“(dearly it doesn’t kxik like their
platform is a viable profit platform
for game development because so
many of the games are free versus paid
downloads.”
Tils-Aime believes gamers will stick
with Nintendo’s becau.se the gaming
exfx*riences are ver\’ different.
“If our games represent a range
betwc*en snacks of entertainment and
full meals dejx-nding on the type of
game, (Apple’s) aren’t even a mouth
ful, in terms of the gaming experience
\ou get,”
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federal subsidies of Ohamacare?
And while C^hama has appealed
to the masses overseas, he has been
hlind to the w'ishes of his own citi
zens. A recent C?NN poll reported
that almost 60 percent of Ameri
cans would like to repeal C^bamacare. Another warning sign to the
American public is the support of
communist dictators such as Eidel
Castro that applaud Obama’s pub
lic policy.
Amidst this resistance,
Obama has disregard
ed the political
integrity of his
office. Hiscom-

i

rDa0y^af!rednew^>
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tormeci liim that “wc live in
real world, not a \irtual
one. Ol course', (.)h.ima
h.is discredited the impor
tance ol his allies, i If re
cently announced that he
will not attettd the annual
European L'nion summit.
Rather than recognizing
the potential to expand
world trade and stimulate
the .American economy.
President Obama only
views foreign policy as a
way to boost his popularity
and ego. How will Obama
maintain his State of the
L'nion .Address promise to double
exports in the next five years? Last
year, Obama took 10 foreign trips
to 21 nations in order to enhance
his international image and to
apologize for America’s presence in
the world. Yet, after a year in office,
the Obama administration feels it
should limit travel. What about all
the time that he wasted on health
care reform?
But the Obama administration
is not stopping there. In another
effort to promote his liberal im
age and stay true to his unrealis
tic promise ol eliminating nuclear
arms, Obama has signed a treaty
with Russia to reduce nuclear
weapons. By signing the
newest SI ARI agree
ment, Obama is sending
out an image of a weak
ened United States to
our enemies.
Ihe presidetu may
base good intentions,
hut he is engaging in
the wrong type ol diplom.tcv. H f is dedicating
his time to pet projects
rather than looking at
the bigger picture.
Ihe presidency is a
distinguished seat that
is supposed to represent
the will ot the people
and the ct)re constitu
tional values ot America.
Ihe Obama administra
tion needs to understand
that we are not Europe,
or any other louniry for
that matter: we are the
“1 and of the Free.” Per
haps he sli«)uld take an
other glance at the LLS.
( f-nstitution.
.1

ders to liberals in (Congress have
induced bribery and intimidation,
hie believes he knows what’s best
for the people, and in using the
t,ictics of his radical role model —
Saul Alinsky — he w'ill do whatever
it takes to get what he wants. He
rallied like a madman for his health
care legislation and strategized with
Hclosi and Reid about how to by
pass conservatives. Since when did
the presidency come to mean “com
mun iry organizer-in-chief? ”
At the same time, Obama has
been blind to foreign policy. French
President Sarkozy views him as
weak, and in-
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Work-sharing could work for us
D e a n B a k e r a n d K e vin H a s s e tt
LOS ANGELES TIMES

With the nation's unemployment
rate still hovering close to 10 per
cent — more than 12 percent in
California — and the typical un
employment spell stretching to 20
months, politicians of both parties
are rightly looking for ideas to im
prove labor market conditions. This
recession clearly threatens to do
permanent damage to the careers of
a generation of workers, and policy
action is urgent.
After surveying policies around
the world, we found that there is
one that clearly dominates in terms
of impact and cost-eifectiveness;
work-sharing.
The idea is simple. Currently,
firms mostly respond to weak de
mand by laying off workers. Under
a work-sharing program, firms are
encouraged
by
governm e n t
policy
to

spread a small amount of the pain
across many workers.
In Germany, for example, which
has used work-sharing aggressively
in this downturn, a typical com
pany might reduce the hours of 50
workers by 20 percent rather than
laying off 10 workers. The govern
ment would then provide a tax
credit to make up for most of the
lost pay, with the employer kick
ing in some as well. In a typical
arrangement, a worker might see
his weekly hours go down by 20
percent, and his salary go down by
about 4 percent.
Ibis policy has kept the unem
ployment rate in Germany from
rising even though the country has
seen a sharper decline in GDP than
the United States. Ihe Netherlands,
which also uses work-sharing, has
managed to keep its unemployment
rate near 4 percent even though its
GDP also has fallen more steeply
than in the United States.
Work-sharing should be familiar
to Californians because it's a varia
tion of
*

the furlough policy that state and
local governments have used to
avoid further layoffs. The big dif
ference is that the furlough policy
means workers take pay cuts that
are proportional to the length of
their furlough — 20 percent fewer
hours, 20 percent less pay.
By contrast, with a work-sharing
arrangement, workers would keep
their jobs while effectively divid
ing up the unemployment benefits
that they could receive if they were
laid off. For example, if a furlough
requires them to take every fourth
week off, instead of a 25 percent
cut in pay, their pay would fall only
5 percent to 10 percent, fhe ad
ditional money could come from
either the state unemployment in
surance program or a new federal
tax credit.
Ihe cost to the government of
going this route would be roughly
the same as with the current un
employment insurance program.
The big difference is that instead of
unemployment benefits that effec
tively pay people for

not working, we would be paying
people for working shorter hours.
California, and 16 other states,
already have some form of work
sharing. California's program dates
from the 1970s and applies to both
public- and private-sector em
ployees. However, these programs
are underutilized. Many workers
and employers do not even know
of their existence. A broad federal
program, publicized extensively
from the bully pulpit of the White
House, would have great promise.
In addition, instead of waiting
for companies to reach the point
where they plan to lay off work
ers, the government could instead
encourage companies to merely
shorten hours. Ifiis could be done
in any number of ways. Perhaps
the simplest approach would be for
the government to provide a credit
roughly equal to what would be the
proportional unemployment ben
efit to support the salaries of work
ers who work reduced hours.
fhe effect of work-sharing on
employment

can be substantial even when the
economy has stopped losing jobs.
Even now, firms in the private sec
tor lay off or fire about 2 million
workers each month. This is off
set by roughly the same number
of hires, so that net employment
does not change much. However, if
work-sharing policies could reduce
the number of monthly dismissals
by 10 percent, this would have the
same effect on employment as cre
ating 200,000 jobs a month.
In addition to lifting net job
creation, this policy also would ac
celerate the recovery. As firms ramp
up production, the workers they
need to do the work will already be
on staff. Firms can avoid spending
time and money searching for new
workers.
Congressional members of both
parties have begun crafting a num
ber of bills to enact work-sharing.
Ihe American people clearly want
politicians to put aside their differ
ences and focus on sound econom
ic policies. Work-sharing would be
a great place for them to start.

BARRY MAGUIRE: NIWSAKT

Bringing back the
‘soft money’ ban wili
guarantee neutraiity
M C C L A T C H Y -T R IB U N E

After the Supreme Court ruled
in January that corporations may
spend money to support or op
pose the election of candidates,
some reformers worried that the
decision would doom all efforts
by Congress to limh the effects of
money in politics. But in a lawsuit
brought by the Republican Na
tional Committee and the Cali
fornia Republican Party, a federal
court last month upheld the cen
terpiece of the McCain-Feingold
law; a ban on unlimited "soft
money" contributions to politi
cal parties. If conservatives on the
Supreme Court don't want to be
accused of fostering an anythinggoes attitude toward corruption,
they'll uphold the decision.
Soft money donations are those
made to a political party, which
then spends them, unregulated, on
behalf of a candidate; it amounts
to an end-run around limits on
contributions to candidates. As

U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Brett
M. Kavanaugh pointed out in his
opinion for a three-judge panel,
the Supreme Court in 2003 up
held the McCain-Fcingold softmoney ban in light of "evidence
showing that federal candidates
and officeholders had solicited
donations to their national party
committees and that the national
parties had sold access to federal
officeholders and candidates in
exchange for large contributions."
The 2003 holding wasn't dis
turbed by January's decision, but
the Republican Party hopes it will
be the next domino to fall.
That would be an outrageous
outcome. Since 1976, the Su
preme Court has sought to strike
a balance between free-speech and
the need to rein in corruption or
the appearance of corruption in
election campaigns.
F^ssentially, the court has given
C'ongress broad authority to regu
late contributions to candidates
and parties, while rejecting limi

tations on expenditures by or on
behalf of a candidate, unless the
candidate accepts public funding.
The theory is that contributions
pose more of a danger of a quid
pro quo than independent expen
ditures because they can be used
as the candidate sees fit; the only
"message" they convey is that a
donor supports a particular can
didate.
Although the ban on soft
money survived the court's Janu
ary decision, four members of the
majority in that ruling — Jus
tices Clarence Thomas, Anthony
M. Kennedy, Antonin Scalia and
Samuel A. Alito Jr. — may be will
ing to do away with the contribu
tion expenditure distinction. That
means that the future of restric
tions on special-interest contribu
tions may depend on Chief Justice
John Ci. Roberts Jr.'s willingness
to start living up to the respect for
precedent he professed in his con
firmation hearings.
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Help Wanted

i-or Kent

Part-Time W riting Assistant
Disabled Marine Corps Vet
in his 80’s needs part-time
assistant to produce quarterly
new sletter & book. Seeking
dependable assistant w/car &
com puter/ printer, to work 2 hrs/
day 5 days/ wk. Interested? Call
Bob Dixon 595-7070 & I will
show you the research, w rit
ing, designing & printing work
we will be doing to reach our
goals.

A partm ent For Rent;
Aw esom e 1 Bedroom Unit
Near Pismo Beach Area.
Available Feb 1st.
(8 05)674 -31 64.

C atering Service Staff Needed!
Sage Catering seeks exem 
plary custom er service staff
for all shifts. Morning and
w eekend night shifts needed
most. Pleasant people with
sm iles preferred. Send e-mail
to clhewitt@ calpoly.edu or call
756-2047

Large Studio For Rent Utilities,
Direct TV & Internet Included,
Close to Cal Poly & Downtown,
$750/m o.
(619)885-1771
Kentucky 2 Bedroom Apartm ent
One block from cam pus! $1400/
month, $1000 deposit.
Available April 1st
S teenerR eener@ aol.com

RoomateH

2005 silver mustang
8()k miles lacy coupe
top condition
call 458-4356
$6,800

Male sophmore looking
for roomate, share 2bdrm 2
bathrm eondo only 2 miles
from poly!
e-mail: arimic52^’gmail.com
for pies and more info!

nf:f:d h f l p w it h

to find housing in morro bay!
will pay $$$! ANYONE who
can use the internet can help!
call Elaine at 225-1158

YOGURT
c re a tio n s
MrtH« Vour Owri fror.»n

MORE FRESH FRUIT CHOICES
Slitti «p @ WWWiioveyo(iuncrea(ions.coii:

DAY CAMP SKKKS
SUMMER STAFF
Sun Fernando
Conejo Valleys
$3275 - $350()-i(S88)784-CAMP
www.workateamp.com

A d m in is tra tiv e S e c re ta ry ,
P T A D M IN S E C R E T A R Y T h e
E llis o n g ro u p is s e e k in g
c a n d id a te s to fill a p a rt-tim e
(a p p ro x . 1 2 -2 0 h rs /w e e k ).T h e
id e a l c a n d id a te m u s t
p o s s e s s a m in im u m o f a
h ig h s c h o o l d ip lo m a a n d 1

are thinking

intf :rnf :t r ese a r c h

$595 Room for Rent Near Cal
Poly Includes private bathroom
and patio
Contact: 805-218-2504

co N ix ) FOR rf:n t ,
2BR/2.5 Ba, W/I), 2-car gar.
1.5 mi to Poly $1200./mo.
-hdep. (408)251-4451

L. A. Area S um m er Day
Camps Counselors,
lifeguards & much more.
www.daycam pjobs.com

T
For Sale

ALWAYS FRESH ALWAYS THE BEST

Roommate Needed- Speetaelar
Oeeanvievv House
In Pismo-$650
Large, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, house
with spaeious dining room,
living room, and full kitehen.
laundry faeilities, wireless
internet, fireplaee and eable TV.
Walking distanec to the beaeh
and downtown F’ismo. Great
baekyard patio, BBQ, and
bonus room. Seeking a young
professional roommate. Easy
parking, quiet neighborhood,
l.ots of storage spaee. Easy
freeway aeeess, easy beaeh aeeess. Beautiful oeean view.

blogs.niustaiigdaily;net

T R A IN E E S N E E D E D
Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience
necessary. International Bartender
School will be back in SLO one
week only. Day/Eve. Classes. Job
placement pt. time/full time openings,
limited seating, call today!

Available April 1.

RESALE

Please eall me at 805-801-1199
for further details.

• Treasures
• Home Decor
• Unique Clothing
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1-800-8594109 wvmJ»lBiidiisa.la
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We're not Just shirts!
H«ts, poles, Jockots..

y e a r p ro g re s s iv e e x p . in an
o ffic e e n v iro n m e n t.
Q u a lific a tio n s in c lu d e

Announcement

e x c e lle n t w o rd p ro c e s s in g
s k ills .

Laptop Repair
w w w .laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
Fast Turn Around

S u b m it re s u m e b y e m a il
c a lis to g a 2 0 1 O @ h o tm a il.c o m
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

28 Go like the
dickens

1 "___ you
serious?"
29 Kim of “NYPD
Blue"
4 Equilateral
quadrilateral
32 Fancy neckwear
10 Went like the
35 Nothing more
dickens
than
14 Former Yankee
36 Paternity
pitcher and
confirmer
coach
37 Eight the hard
Stottlemyre
way. e g
15 Had dinner
38 See 24- and 4816 Hammy "Now I
Across
see!"
40
Fox News star
17 Tatyana of "The
Fresh Prince of
41 CBS show set in
Bel Air”
Las Vegas
18 Like the
42 Breyers
Canadian flag ..
alternative
and a hint to the 43 Challenges
first names of
44 Town that failed
24- and 48to pay the piper
Across
20 Number on a tag 46 Ralph who was
22 Where Orvieto
the 1974 N L.
can be found
batting champ
23 The N F.L. s
48 1951 role for 57Papa Bear
Across. for
24 1939 role for 57which she won a
Across. for
38-Across
which she won a
53 “Not me’
38-Across
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printed at JXarro«
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55 “___ Fool to
Want You"
56 Miss from Mex
57 See 24- and 48Across
61 Big tractor,
informally
62 Follower of “for
ever and ever"
63 Kim who sang
'Bette Davis
Eyes"
64
king
65 Emperor who
married his
stepsister
66 Woodwind
player
67 Diet, offering
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Pile up
Excavated item
Henry s lutee
Lith or Est.,
once
Its flag sports
four fleurs-de-lis
Modernize
Disconnected
Cartoon pooch

9 Former “Tonight
Show"
announcer Hall
10
11
12
13

5
2
8

7

1 9

9

5
1

5 7

8
3

6
32 Eyebrow shape
33 Slugger Sammy

45 Meteorological
phenomenon

51 Where Orvieto
can be found

34 Traverse, as a
mountain ridge
35 Hosts, for short
38 Husband of

46 Early Cape
Canaveral
program

52 Pitchfork wielder
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Puzzi* by Peter A, Collin«

Most of Mall
47 "Make hay while
Fool around
the sun shines'
Fngg
and others
This, to Picasso 39 LipThey might bring 40 Digs
49 Saerffo Prefix
in a few bucks
12 Make ecstatic
50 Menac
’'C '
: ' Starbuck's
tl
;)
13 Actress Jn.anne
quarry
C.'ipt.'iin Blriod ' For answers, call 1-9('0 28r ^:.J| S'
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53 Director Reitman
54 Five-and-

S o lu tio n , tips, a n d c o m p u te r p ro g ra m at w w w .s u d o k u .c o m

58 Sgl or cpI
59 Part of many a
psych course
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Women
t oniimictl from i>iige Kt

level ol foeiis we II neetl.”
llie Mustangs eaptured the tlouhles [)()iiu lor the I4tli time in 16
spring matelies. Inn eould only grab
one acklitional point en route to a
5-2 loss. No eonleretiee leatii has
won a higher pereetitage of clouhles
points this seasoti thati C'al Poly,
which has a 16-2 record iti spring
matches. Clal Poly has swept doithles tiine times this season, without
heitig shutout once. Ihe itiipressive
doubles squad is lead hy No. 26
comhination of Su/ie Matzenauer
atid Brittany Blalock who defeated
laklin Alawi atid Rachel Manasse of
Pong Beach .State, 8-.^. At No. 2,
("al Poly duo Stefh Wong and Alexa
Pee downed Deborah Armstrotig
and Atiais Dallara, 7-6. Mustangs
Diane Pilip atid Ashley Pane tínali/.ed the sweep with an 8-2 victory
over Sarah C'antlay and Julie Puzar.
Cal Poly’s lone singles win came
at No. 5 as Pee edged Puzar, 6-2,
1-6, 6-3. No. 85 Matzenaur was
upset by No. 125 Jaklin Alawi at

Men
continued from page 16

to play with a lot more confidence.”
If there is any time to be playing
well, it is now. Ihe sea.son is nearly
over and the conference tournament
is just over the horizxin. If C.al Poly
can build of their recent success, the

No. 1, as was No. 86 Blalock who
lost to unratiked Atiais Dallara .it
No. 2.
With the Mustatig loss, the
44ers itiched ahead of ('al Poly in
conference standitigs with the witi,
overtaking first place in the Big
West.
Alter piecitig together a w'iti
streak against oppositioti like cotiferetice opponents UC Satita Bar
bara atid U(^ Davis — not to metitioti No. 38 Darttiiouth — tbe No.
58 Mustangs are tiow heading in
the wrong directioti.
With five games left in the regu
lar seasoti, tiow is not the time to
hit a cold streak. But for the Mustatigs, the opponents haven’t been
easy. Ihe Mustangs have fallen to
two nationally-ranked opponents
— No. 1 1 .Stanford and Pong
Beach State.
Against Stanford, Ihe (]al Poly
women’s tennis team produced vic
tories against the second-ranked
doubles team and No. 40 singles
player, but the Mustangs still fell
6-1.

“We had a hard-fought match to
day and 1definitely think we pushed
Stanford in the doubles point,”

Bream said. “Suzie (Matzenauer)
and Brittany (Blalock) have been
playing awesome tennis all year
long and their doubles win should
definitely pop them up in the rank
ings. I’m proud of the weekend the
ladies had.”
Ihe ranked opposition hasn’t
stopped just yet; the Mustangs will
travel to No. 54 Pepperdine this
weekend.
Pepperdine stands at (6-12,
I-l W'CC) and are currently 2-6
on their current eight-game home
stand. Pight of the Waves' losses
have been to top 15-ranked teams
this season. Preshman Adrinna
Colffer is ranked No. 87 in the
nation in singles, while junior Anamika Bhargava is No. 120.
No singles players, nor doubles
teams, bold a record above .500.
Bhargava leads the team at an even
.500 record and Paiiia Rice is the
closest behind with her record with
an 11-12 mark of her own. Bhar
gava and Marie Zazlanieda lead the
doubles effort w'ith a 7-1 1 record
and are 5-5 in their last 10 match
es.
Cal Poly returns to the court to
face Pepperdine in Malibu today.

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PH O T O

.Steffi Wong recorded a win in doubles, but a loss in singles against Ixing Beach State.

Mustangs are still within reach of
inching into postseason play.
“You want to be playing well in
April,” McCirath said. “Our goal is
to get to the NC'AA tournament and
win a conference champion.ship. Ihe
guys are pretty fired up about it.”
But, the Mustangs will have to get
past Denver first. Pven if (^al Poly is
streaking, Denver is playing wrll too.

Denver is (17-2) overall this sea
son and are on a nine-game winning
streak. Ihe Pioneers have seven wins
over ranked teams and have four
singles players that have records above
.500.
Andrew' I.andwerlen Peads the
singles effort with a (24-5) overall re
cord with Jens Vorkefeld (21-8) clo.se
liehind him. In doubles Vorkefeld and

Yannick Weihs stand with a team-best
(18-7) record and David Simson and
Jens Landwerlen (11-6) make up the
only other duo with 10 wins.
After graduating just one .senior
last season, the Pioneers enter this sea
son with four new players and high
expectations. With head coach Danny
Westernian entering his fourth season
coaching the Pioneers, Denver hopes

to improve upon its semifinal appear
ance in the Sun Belt Conference tour
nament last year.
Cal Poly is trying to surpass last
season’s season ending loss in the
Big West Championship semi-finals
against UC Irvine, but won't be able
to unless they keep winning.
It all starts with the Pioneers
Ihursday in Denver.

THIS WEEK IN CAL POLY ATHLETICS

Brittany
Blalock

.

Admission for all Cal Poly Athletic Events is FREE for Cal Poly Students.
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Women’s tennis squares off against
another conference opponent

(Kill .eprr i

Baseball falls to
Fresno State

W, . . . . .
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Mi:STAN(; DAIIY H lh I'MOK)

Brinany Blaloik (above), ranked No. 86 in the nation, is rolling off a doubles lovs and a singles win against l>ong Ikach State.
M T ST A N t; UAll.Y STAI I KFI'OKI

C'oming into last weekend, the (^il
Poly women's tennis team won
seven ol its past eight matches. No.
38 Long Beach State ended its mo
mentum.
Cal Poly (12-4, 3-2) had only
surrendered nine total points at
home until Long Beach State ( 14^3,

6-0) handed C^al Poly its first home
loss of the season (7-1) Friday. Long
Beach State had only dropped four
sets against conference opponents
prior to the match.
“We enjoyed a strong perfor
mance in the doubles point. 1 think
the players came out strong and
focused and really took it to Long
Beach State,” head coach Hugh

Bream said in a release. “At that
point. 1 don’t think we had seen
Long Beach State’s best tennis.
We weren’t entirely ready for what
they brought and fell behind early,
in about four or five matches. Ihis
(decision) will help us if we meet
Long Beach State during the Big
West Lournament. We know the
see Women, page 15

RVAN SIOAK K ) M D S rA N t. IMII.Y KII.K PH O T O

Ihe M ustangs (8-19, 1-2 Big West) have now lost 13 o f th eir last IS games
w ith their 7-S loss against Fresno State Tuesday night. S ophom ore p itcher
Kyle A nderson allowed seven earned ru n s and 1 1 hits in five innings. Cal
Poly was led at the plate by senior outfielder Luke Yoder w ho w ent 2-4 and
scored two runs. Second basem an M att Jensen (above) tallied three RBIs
off one hit, against the Bulldogs. Ihe M ustangs will return to the field this
weekend for a three-gam e conference series against UC Santa Barbara.

Men’s tennis looks to continue recent success against Denver
Ml'STANt; OAIIY STAFF HFPORI

Playing without Andre Dome hasn’t
bex-n easy: the Mustangs current re
cord is prot)f of that. Without argu
ably their best player this season, Ihe
Mustangs are S-ll with four games
left in the season.
IX)me underwent offseason hip
surgery and has not played in a dual
this season. The Arroyo Grande na
tive has been granted a medical redshirt for this season.
“He is recovering,” head coach
Justin M dirath said at Monday’s
press conference, “Hopefully he will
be back in the line-up next fall.”
His teammates have struggled. Ihe
Mustangs went nearly two months
before they grabbed their first win of
the spring season. But, after starting
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with seven k)sses, the Mustangs have
seemed to turn their w ( k *s around by
winning three* of their last five match
es.
“(Obviously we are in a g(M)d place,”
McCirath said. “We’ve had a real dif
ficult schedule to be*gin w’ith and I
think that has actually helped us.”
Sacramento State defeated G.al
Poly 4-3 in a nonconference match at
the Rio Del Oro Racquet C'lub in Sac
ramento on Saturday. Ihe Mustangs
won two of the three doubles matches
to open the contest and capture the
point.
Poly's Jordan Bridge and
Drew Jacobs defeated Holden Ching and Anton Strhas 9-8 (11-9) at
the No. 2 position. Blake Wardman
and Brian MePhee took down Ja.son
Smith and jimmy Roberts, 8-6, at
No. 3 to pick up the point.
In singles play, the Mustangs were
without their No. 3 player, Alexander
.Sonesson, but still managed to take
two of five matches. Cal Poly tallied
wins at No, 4 and No. 6 singles. Ja
cobs defeated Ching in straight sets
6-3,6-0 at No 4. At No. 6, Sebastian
Bell defeated Tim I.antin 2-6, 7-6
(8-6) and 3-2 (retied).
With Dome out, Matt Fawcett
has been asked to fill the No. 1 sin
gles position, who lost in straight .sets
Saturday, just a sophomore, Fawcett
is being asked to step into uncharted
waters. With most of the season un
der his belt, Fawcett has impre.s.sed his
coach.

“He has really had to step into
role that I don’t think right off the
bat he was truly comfortable with,”
McTirath said. “But now he seems
to be managing it well. He has really
stepped up.”

Although the Mustangs struggled
early, the Mustangs never lost sight of
their goal. No matter how long the
losing streak, McTirath kept telling
his players to keep their heads up.
“I always say it is where you finish

at the end of the year, not in the begging,” McC¡rath said. “1 give the guys
a lot of credit they’ve stuck with it —
stuck with me — and they’re starting
see
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After losing th e ir first seven duals o f th e sp rin g season, th e M ustangs have w on th ree o f th e ir last five m atches.

